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Student-created app aims to inform

iMadison creator hopes to provide “all-inclusive” guide to JMU’s campus through its offered features
By KATIE O’BRIEN
contributing writer

LOREN PROBISH / THE BREEZE

Brian Chambers, a senior computer information systems major,
created the recently released iMadison phone app.

iMadison, a new phone application that hopes to make navigation and schedule planning for JMU students easier, has officially
come to campus.
The app can be found on the Apple App Store for $0.99 and
will soon be available on the Google Play Store. It provides the
bus schedule, lists dining hall hours, offers building locations
and provides updates on parking deck spaces available. It pulls
directly from the JMU website to update the number of available
parking spaces in each lot in real time.
Brian Chambers, a senior computer informations systems
major, created the app with marketing help from Michael Jacob,
a senior computer information systems major.
“It’s just an all-encompassing, app-in-one, where you don’t
have to download separate things, or constantly Google hours,”
Jacob said. “It’s just a bunch of JMU in one app.”
Chambers first developed the idea for the app during his freshman year.
“Coming from a freshman point-of-view, I literally had no
clue,” Chambers said. “I got lost on the buses all the time. I had
no clue where to meet people for lunch and no clue where the
buildings for classes were. So some of the issues I was having, I
just thought about and put them all into one thing.”
As a computer information systems major, Chambers has
learned basic computer coding. This summer he gained experience building an app for the government during his internship
in the Strategic Innovation Group at Booz Allen Hamilton in
McLean, Virginia, and Washington, D.C. The company is a

management consulting firm that provides services to government agencies and civil and commercial companies. Chambers
acquired skills in layout and language for coding iOS apps during the internship.
Chambers and Jacob are excited about the prospects for the
iMadison app and believe it will have a positive impact on the
JMU community.
“I see it being the standardized app for JMU,” Jacob said.
Jacob helped with the photography of all the buildings on
campus.
“With just the click of a button you can click through the pictures from East Campus, to the Quad or wherever,” Jacob said.
Chambers and Jacob believe the unofficial JMU Bus App
doesn’t have a lot of the capabilities that the iMadison app offers,
including a smooth interface, easy navigation and more visual
appeal. Their app also includes a section to make suggestions
for improvement.
“I wasn’t trying to make a bus app,” Chambers said. “I was
trying to make something that was all-inclusive.”
His goal was to make “a more solidified schedule” to be included in the app — not to compete with the unofficial JMU Bus App.
Chambers has heard many complaints about the current bus
app, which he accounted for in his own bus schedule. However,
he doesn’t wish to take away any business from the bus apps. He
focused more on the other features in the iMadison app.
Chambers aspires to start his own business creating apps for
universities.
“My ultimate goal is to move from school-to-school and have
see iMADISON, page 4

Leading by
example
Junior helps lift the Dukes to first
place in the confrence
By BENNETT CONLIN | The Breeze

ERIN WILLIAMS / THE BREEZE

Ashley Herndon is second in the CAA with nine goals this season, six of them being game winners for the Dukes. Last Sunday, Herndon scored her 21st career goal on her 21st birthday against Drexel University.

W

hen Ashley Herndon arrived at
JMU she was a reserved, yet talented player looking to make
an impact on a perennial Colonial Athletic Association contender. Now, the
junior forward and midfielder is one of the top
players in the CAA and her play has helped the
Dukes (9-4, 3-0 CAA) to the top of the conference standings.
Herndon, last week’s Co-CAA Player of the
Week, is second in the conference with nine
goals so far this season, already a single-season
career high. Six of those nine goals were gamewinning goals for the Dukes.

“A lot of times we rely on her to come up big,”
redshirt senior goalkeeper Ellen Forrest said.
“She’s scored six game-winning goals already,
which is first in the nation, which is pretty
incredible.”
Scoring at the rate that Herndon does might
be a reason for an inflated ego, however that’s
not the case for the Ashburn, Virginia, native.
She credits her teammates for contributing to
her successes throughout her career and early
on in her record-setting junior campaign.
“I can’t score the goals without my team,”
Herndon said. “They always know where to put
it, so I’ve gotta thank them for that.”

While Herndon tends to keep to herself, she
leads by practicing hard and performing at a
high level. Her fellow Dukes take notice of her
effort level and desire to get better.
“She’s not the loudest person, but she definitely leads by example,” Forrest said. “I would
say a bunch of freshmen who came in looked
up to her.”
Even though most of Herndon’s leadership
comes by way of her actions as opposed to her
words, the coaching staff works with Herndon
to try to improve her ability as a vocal leader.

A stand-up guy

“A lot of times
we rely on her
to come up big”
Ellen Forrest

Redshirt senior goalie

see HERNDON, page 11

Tussle with Tigers

Chris Distefano to bring the laughs to Wilson this Saturday
By EMMA KORYNTA
The Breeze

All week long, students lined the walls of libraries with stressed faces, spread out notes and endless
flashcards.
Now, it’s time to de-stress.
Chris Distefano, a comedian from MTV2’s Guy
Code and MTV’s Girl Code, will be performing at
Wilson Hall Friday as University Program Board’s
first comedian of the year.
“I’m looking forward to meeting the students,”
Distefano said. “I’m looking forward to eating a local
sandwich or food that they have there. I heard the
flooding was pretty bad, so I’m looking forward to
seeing people’s canoes.”
The doors will open at 7 p.m. and Distefano will
perform around 7:45 after opener stand-up comedian Darrin Rose. Last year’s show featuring Girl
Code’s Nicole Byer and Alice Wetterlund sold out,
so UPB is hoping the Guy Code connection will help
the turnout this year.
Distefano looks forward to this show, as he always
loves an opportunity to be on stage.
“In general, performing is very fun for me,” Distefano said. “I was an athlete through high school and

college so I was always looking forward to a game or
practice, now I look forward to stand-up.”
Distefano joked that substituting athletics with
stand-up comedy has had its costs.
“It’s replaced athletics in my life,” Distefano said.
“I’m not really in that great shape any more; I’ve
got fat nipples. So I just tell jokes on stage with fat
nipples.”
Liza Miller, a junior communications major and
public relations director of UPB, thinks that Distefano will strike a chord with students.
“I think he can relate really well because he’s a
younger comedian, so I think he’s going to do really
well reaching out and relating to college kids,” Miller
said.
Distefano enjoys performing for college students, but doesn’t think they’re too different from
most other audiences. He likes that he doesn’t have
to change his material, since most college students
are mature enough to understand and appreciate
it, including moderately inappropriate jokes about
fat nipples.
“I understand that a lot of times when I do at a
show at a college, those kids have never been to a

SAM TAYLOR / THE BREEZE

Dukes seek to remain undefeated against Towson

SPORTS | 10

see COMEDIAN, page 9

BOOT SCOOTIN’
BOOGIE

DID YOU GO TO
THE GAME?

Leather ‘N’ Lace brings countrywestern dance to Dayton

A look at attendance at
Bridgeforth Stadium

LIFE | 8

SPORTS | 11

TODAY WILL BE
Partly Cloudy
72° / 55°
Chance of rain: 20%
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Correction
•
The Oct. 5 story “Salary and senate seats discussed by

faculty” incorrectly named Steven Harper the Faculty
Senate treasurer and attributed a quote to him. Val
Larsen is the Faculty Senate treasurer and the quote that
starts, “I don’t think that’s true in every department...”
is his. The story also incorrectly attributed the quote, “A
1 percent pay raise is a pay cut, in real-world dollars.” to
Alex Leidholdt. The statement was said by David McGraw.

English Conversation Club: The Big Questions @
Student Success Center, room 1160, 5 to 6 p.m.

Oct. 8

Weekend Warmup with DJ Barkley @ Rubys, 9:30
p.m. to 12:30 a.m.
Music: Jumpcuts and Moon @ The Golden Pony,
10 to 11:30 p.m.

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
WAYNE EPPS JR.
breezeeditor@gmail.com

Global Connections @ Hoffman Hall Lounge,
3:30 to 5 p.m.

MANAGING EDITOR
LAUREN HUNT
breezepress@gmail.com

Today

Oct. 9

NEWS DESK

JMU Brass Band @ Forbes Concert Hall, $5
students, $10 regular, 8 p.m.
Exhibition: Dog & Bird by Dietrich Maune @
311 S. Main St., 5 to 8 p.m.

breezenews@gmail.com

LIFE DESK
breezearts@gmail.com

Dayton Days Autumn Celebration @ Downtown
Dayton, 8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.

SPORTS DESK
breezesports@gmail.com

Oct. 10

Skyline Literacy Citizenship Preparation Training
@ 975 S. High St., 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.

OPINION DESK
breezeopinion@gmail.com

Diamond Dash with music and food trucks @
Bluestone Vineyard, 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.

COPY DESK

Brunch @ Clementine Cafe, 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.

breezecopy@gmail.com

Bark in the Park: Fundraiser dog show to benefit
Boys & Girls Club @ Turner Pavilion, 4 to 6 p.m.

PHOTO
breezephotography@gmail.com

Oct. 11
VIDEO
breezevideo1@gmail.com

SPECIAL PUBLICATION
HUNTER WHITE

Arts & Drafts: Extreme Pumpkin Carving @ Pale
Fire Tap Room, tickets $25, 6 to 8:30 p.m.

Missing something? Send us your events at breezecopy@gmail.com.
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US and Russia try to
define “terrorist”

China slams a lid
on news of violence

Combat jets entered
Turkey twice

Turkey reports air
confrontation

McClatchy Washington Bureau

McClatchy Washington Bureau

McClatchy Washington Bureau

McClatchy Foreign Staff

CHINA — A gang armed with knives
last month attacked security guards at a
coal mine in Xinjiang, a volatile region in
the northwest of China. By the time the
attack was repelled, at least 40 people
had been killed or injured, according to a
report by Radio Free Asia, which quoted a
local state security chief about the incident
four days after it occurred.
Chinese state media still haven’t reported on the Sept. 18 coal mine attack, more
than two weeks later. It’s the latest example of what appears to be a Chinese
government news blackout on increasing violence in Xinjiang, an oil-rich region
crucial to Chinese President Xi Jinping’s
plan for an economic-development belt
stretching across Asia.
Other unpublicized incidents include a
police shooting of eight suspects in June;
the police killing of two men in May after
they reportedly attacked a patrol; and a
Han Chinese town official knifed to death,
also in May.
The incidents have been reported
by Radio Free Asia, a news outlet partly
funded by the U.S. government, which has
closely followed clashes between Chinese
authorities and Muslim Uighurs, the dominant ethnic group in Xinjiang.
Analysts say that official reports of
violence have always been sketchy from
Xinjiang.

TURKEY — Russian warplanes on bombing runs over Syria twice entered Turkish
airspace over the past weekend, causing
“extreme danger” through “irresponsible
behavior,” NATO said Monday.
Turkish fighter planes scrambled both
times and identified the intruding aircraft,
which then returned to Syria.
The North Atlantic Council, NATO’s decision-making body, said the Russian aircraft
entered Turkish airspace in the southern
Hatay province, despite “clear, timely and
repeated warnings.” Turkish warplanes, in
accord with NATO practice, responded to the
incursions by closing in on them to identify
the intruders, it said.
NATO’s condemnation after an emergency meeting pointed to the growing
risk that Russia’s armed intervention in
Syria will spill over into neighboring countries and ignite a regional war. Turkey is a
member of the treaty organization, which
pledges each member to come to the
defense of fellow members.
The NATO council did not announce any
steps to prevent further such incursions,
however, apparently taking the signal from
the Obama Administration, which appeared
eager to dampen public concern about the
rapidly evolving situation.
At his daily briefing for reporters, White
House spokesman Josh Earnest had no prepared statement about the two incursions.

TURKEY — Even as NATO called an
emergency meeting last Monday to
denounce Russia’s repeated violations of
Turkish airspace, another incident was
unfolding, with Russian or Syrian forces
threatening Turkish F-16 fighter jets as they
conducted a routine patrol along the Syrian border, the Turkish army said Tuesday.
In a statement, the Turkish general staff
said a MiG-29 jet fighter locked its radar on
a group of eight F-16s Monday for more
than four minutes at the same time that
Syrian air defense missiles also locked their
radar on the Turkish warplanes.
The terse bulletin did not identify the
country operating the MiG-29. The aircraft
is Russian-made, but Russia is not known
to have them in Syria. The Syrian air force,
however, does operate the planes.
It was the third such incident in as
many days. On Monday, NATO said Russian planes on bombing runs in Syria had
crossed into Turkish airspace on both
Saturday and Sunday. NATO labeled the
incursions “reckless behavior” that caused
“extreme danger.”
Jens Stoltenberg, the NATO secretarygeneral, on Tuesday called the Russian
intrusion “a serious violation of Turkish
airspace” and said “it should not happen
again.”

WASHINGTON — While they confer about
“de-conflicting” their bombing raids in Syria,
CHARLEE VASILIADIS
U.S. and Russian military officials also might
want to discuss what the word “terrorist”
AD DESIGNERS
means. That would be an easier discussion
CAROLINE DAVIS
for the Russians, who began airstrikes last
Wednesday, than the Americans, who have
BERNADETTE FITZGERALD
been bombing Syria for more than a year.
For Russian President Vladimir Putin and
his generals, the definition of “terrorist,” when
Download our
mobile app at
it comes to the increasingly turbulent Syrian
breezejmu.org.
civil war, is simple: anyone who uses violence
to try to topple President Bashar Assad.
Assad is Moscow’s dictator, just as Saddam Hussein was Washington’s dictator for
/TheBreezeJMU
decades before President George W. Bush
turned against him and launched an ill-fated
March 2003 invasion. The consequences are
still playing out more than a dozen years later
across the Middle East.
@TheBreezeJMU
For President Barack Obama and his top
@BreezeNewsJMU
@TheBreezeSports
military aides, it’s becoming more complicated
@BreezeLifeJMU
by the day to say just who is a terrorist in Syria.
Washington views some of the anti-Assad forces as terrorists, starting with the Islamic State
group. But the United States’ uneasy alliances
@breezejmu
with Turkey and the elusive “moderate opposition groups” in Syria, and the reluctance of
Obama and Congress to get drawn further into
that nation’s bloody disaster, require American
leaders to engage in verbal jiujitsu when asked
youtube.com/breezevideo if the U.S.-led air campaign is also targeting the
Nusra Front, and other al-Qaida-linked groups.

MARKETING & CIRCULATION
MANAGER

Compiled from Tribune News Service.

NATIONAL NEWS
Twitter’s CEO follows in FBI urged to redo bid
Steve Job’s footsteps
solicitation again

Court orders EPA to
revise ship regulations

Obama plans to
curb illegal fishing

Los Angeles Times

McClatchy Washington Bureau

Milwaukee Journal Sentinel

McClatchy Washington Bureau

CALIFORNIA — It’s a story line that the tech
world has seen before. A company co-founder,
visionary but immature, gets booted as chief executive, goes on to create and lead a new company,
then returns to his original startup to take the reins
again. With the announcement last Monday that
Jack Dorsey is back as permanent CEO of Twitter
Inc., the 38-year-old is following in the footsteps
of the man he once called a “mentor from afar”:
Steve Jobs.
Industry analysts and investors say Dorsey is the
ideal person to tackle Twitter’s numerous challenges, and they cheered the widely expected move.
“Jack literally sees the future of the product and
has a unique talent for inspiring everyone working at Twitter to make it happen,” said Chris Sacca,
a prominent Twitter investor. “His approach cuts
through political mazes and is all about results.
Since he took the helm as interim CEO, Twitter’s
pace of execution has accelerated and the core
business has improved.”

WASHINGTON — Responding to a vendor protest, the Government Accountability Office has
concluded the FBI should, for a second time, scrap
its planned acquisition of a new nationwide twoway radio system because its proposal amounts to
a single-source award to industry giant Motorola
Solutions Inc.
Lawyers for the GAO, which serves as the referee for federal contracting disputes, concluded
that two bureau radio solicitations estimated to
be worth $335 million conflict with federal procurement rules and require equipment that only
Motorola can produce.
They urged the FBI to cancel its solicitations,
“consider alternatives” and reimburse Motorola’s
largest rival, Virginia-based Harris Corp., for the
costs of its protest.
The decision is another embarrassment for
the bureau as it wrestles with how to replace its
existing, 30-year-old Motorola system designed
to interact only with the company’s own products.

MILWAUKEE — The U.S. Environmental Protection was ordered by a federal appeals court to
write new rules that regulate the discharge of ballast water of ships in a way that better protects U.S.
waters, from the spread of invasive species.
Environmental groups filed a suit against the
EPA arguing that a general permit issued by the
agency in 2013 failed to prevent ships from releasing harmful invasive species such as zebra mussels.
The court said that ballast water discharge poses
special problems for the Great Lakes, where “lakers”
are responsible for 95 percent of all ballast volumes
transferred within the basin. Lakers sail exclusively
on the lakes.
The 2nd U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals’ ruling said
the EPA will have to show that ships are meeting
water quality standard when they release ballast
water. “This is a huge win for our environment,
economy, fish, wildlife, communities and businesses,” said Marc Smith, policy director for the
National Wildlife Federation.

WASHINGTON—TheObamaadministrationlast
Monday announced plans to further crack down on
illegal fishing, a global problem that can hurt both
fishing communities in impoverished nations and
the seafood industry in the United States.
As part of a package of initiatives announced in
a video message to participants at a major oceans
conference in Chile, President Barack Obama
announced new steps to tackle illegal fishing. They
include the launching of a program called “Sea
Scout,” designed to increase cooperation among
nations seeking to identify and prosecute illegal,
unreported and unregulated fishing around the
globe.
Experts say the problem is extensive around the
world. The Pew Charitable Trusts said the issue is
difficult to quantify, but that experts estimate that
illegal and unreported fishing cost the global economy up to $23 billion annually.
Compiled from Tribune News Service.
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Hanging out

JMU community discusses hammock use in response to ban at some colleges

PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY JAMES ALLEN / THE BREEZE

Between 25 and 40 percent of hammocks sold at Walkabout Outfitter are sold to JMU students, according to store manager Vince Mier. Eagle Nest Outfitters Inc. recommends that hammocks not
be hung more than 18 inches off the ground and not exceed 400 pounds of weight, whether it’s a single or a double. It also suggests that users hang their hammocks by their straps.

By MAKENA RAFFERTY-LEWIS
The Breeze

Recently, some universities, including the University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill and Michigan State University, have banned hammock use on their campuses. The
institutions believed that hammocks could pose a danger
to both students and trees.
Vince Mier, the store manager at Walkabout Outfitter,
an outdoor recreation store in downtown Harrisonburg,
said that at Michigan State there’s currently a petition to
bring back hammocks. The petition is called “Amend the
Ordinance that Bans the Use of Hammocks and Slacklines
on Michigan State University’s Campus” and is on change.
org. As of Wednesday afternoon, it had 976 out of 1,000
signatures .
According to Mack George Moore III, JMU’s risk management coordinator, JMU doesn’t plan on banning
hammocks anytime soon and doesn’t feel that they are
an imminent threat to students or wildlife.
There can be a strong hammock presence at JMU, especially on the Quad when there’s nice weather. Mier believes
that anywhere between 25 and 40 percent of the hammocks
that Walkabout Outfitter sells is to JMU students.

JMU to
analyze
policies

“I would say this year it seems like there are more [hammocks] than ever,” Jan Sievers Mahon, director of the Edith
J. Carrier Arboretum at JMU, said.
Mier believes that it’s safe to use hammocks as long as
they’re used properly.
“I would say that it is pretty straightforward, the correct
way to use a hammock, and if done correctly, I think there
would be extremely minimal risk of an injuring occurring,”
Mier said. “As far as outdoor activities, using hammocks is
probably one of the safest ways to hang out outside.”
Mier suggests that students follow the guidelines that
Eagle Nest Outfitters Inc., a hammock provider, released.
ENO recommends that hammocks not be hung more
than 18 inches above the ground and that the weight of
the hammock not exceed 400 pounds, regardless of the
style and whether it’s single or double. ENO also recommends that patrons use their straps to hang their brand
of hammock.
“Following the manufacturer’s recommendations is a
pretty sure method of staying safe,” Mier said.
Along with the possible danger to students, some universities have found problems with how students hang
their hammocks on the trees and the damage it may cause.
Mahon believes that as long as students use hammock

straps instead of screws, damage to the trees should be
minimal.
“Anything that you use to put a hole into the tree invites
insect and fungal damage,” Mahon said. “We don’t want
there to be a permanent screw tie in place or even use
them, that’s why you have straps with your hammock.”
Frank Telewski, a professor of plant biology at Michigan
State and the curator at W.J. Beal Botanical Garden, was
in charge of writing the bill against hammocks at Michigan State.
“It’s not a ban on hammocks per se, its a ban on the possibility of damaging trees,” Telewski said. “We have a very
strict policy for tree protection on campus.”
According to Telewski, Michigan State’s administration
has met with student groups on campus but aren’t planning to reinstate hammocks on campus. Some students
outright defy the ban.
“But if a lot of people have a lot of demand on any given
resource, it will lead to its eventual demise,” Telewski said.
However, even by using straps instead of screws,
repetitive hammock use in the same spot on the same
tree can cause wear to the bark.
see BAN, page 4

Residence Life breaks down walls
Students reflect on their positive and negative experiences with alcohol

University moves
forward following
alcohol ban
By ZACHARY HARRIS
contributing writer

As previously reported by The
Breeze last April, JMU’s Office of Fraternity and Sorority Life suspended
the use of alcohol at fraternity and
sorority events for the final two weeks
of the spring semester, including
exam week.
At the time, Bill Wyatt, JMU’s senior
director of communications and university spokesman, said that JMU
had “seen an escalation in high-risk
behavior at student parties.”
At the end of the semester, the ban
was lifted and FSL reverted back to
the system that was in place before
the decision. According to Adam
Lindberg, the associate director of
FSL, a meeting consisting of fraternity and sorority leaders is currently
being planned to analyze JMU’s current alcohol policy and to discuss
how to educate people to make intelligent decisions.
FSL’s alcohol policies, as listed
online and updated this past summer,
say that use and possession of alcohol
at events sponsored by, or perceived
to be sponsored by, the organization
must be in compliance with applicable laws of the state, county, city and
university.
The policy also prohibits
organizational members from
collectively or individually
purchasing for, serving to or selling
alcoholic beverages to any person
under the legal drinking age. In
addition, alcoholic beverages may
not be purchased through the
organization’s treasury, nor may
see FSL, page 4

DANIEL STEIN / THE BREEZE

The Office of Residence Life’s Brick Wall event, which took place from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. in Taylor Down Under and was hosted by the First Year Involvement Center,
started on Monday and ends Thursday. The event allows students to anonymously share their positive and negative experiences with alcohol on gray and red bricks.
By ELAINA TAYLOR
contributing writer

This week, the Office of Residence Life’s annual
Brick Wall event is being hosted by the First Year
Involvement Resource Center in Taylor Down
Under. During the event, which started Monday
and ends Thursday, volunteers from FYI stand in
front of an ever-growing brick wall to receive student’s written accounts of alcohol from 11 a.m. to
2 p.m.
Students use gray paper bricks to write about
their positive experiences with alcohol while
the red bricks are used to mention any negative
moments. This format allows students to anonymously share their experiences with alcohol, both
positive and negative, no matter how personal. At
the end of the week, the entire wall will be covered
in bricks for all to read.
“Over the seven years I’ve been coordinating
the event, we have collected over 500 bricks each
year ... and we have seen similar themes through
this over the years,” ORL’s FYI Coordinator Kristin

Stephens said.
After adding their bricks, students can enter their
names in a raffle to win one of the five gift cards to
downtown favorites, including Bella Luna, Clementine, Beyond, BlueTique and Black Sheep Coffee.
Cooper O’Neal, a senior history major, found it
interesting to read the bricks on the wall, and liked
that it showcased the different and varied perspectives on alcohol.
Layton Bourhill, a sophomore finance major
thinks the event is refreshing because it embraces
all experiences equally.
“It’s good to explore both sides of alcohol use,”
Bourhill said. “I hope that after reading of the dangerous situations some people put themselves in,
others make smarter decisions in the future so the
positive outweighs the negative.”
Created with the intent of acknowledging the
roles alcohol can play, the event is also used by
ORL to advise students on how to stay safe. It does
this by providing handouts with general safety tips
and advice on how to drink responsibly.
ORL first hosted the event back in 1992 as a

way to participate in the National Collegiate Alcohol Awareness Week, and has continued to do so
because of the prevalence of alcohol use on campus
and the issues it often raises.
While the event has stayed the same over time,
the location it’s been held in has changed and the
advertising has also evolved to target current student populations.
“We have incorporated a Bulletin Board Contest
for the RAs to participate in as a way for students in
the residence halls to be educated on alcohol use
and abuse even if they don’t see the Brick Wall,”
Stephens said.
Students involved in the event find that it positively benefits the university and its students.
“I love it because it helps to bring the JMU
community together … and spreads awareness
about alcohol safety and responsibility,”
Seemran Patel, an FYI program adviser and
sophomore engineering major, said.
CONTACT Elaina Taylor at
taylo3em@dukes.jmu.edu.
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FSL | Members must take risk management training

ban |
Damage to
trees isn’t a
major
concern at
this time
from page 3

Sam Taylor / The Breeze

JMU’s Office of Fraternity and Sorority Life made the decision to ban alcohol at all Greek-related events last semester. The ban took place during the final two weeks of
school, and has since been lifted. FSL is planning a meeting to analyze alcohol policies later this semester according to Adam Lindberg, the associate director of FSL.

from page 3

they be purchased by a member for members or
guests on behalf of the organization.
“Most of JMU’s policies have been around for
quite some time,” Lindberg said. “They were formulated by examining nationally recognized policies
and tailoring them to fit JMU.”
Organizations may not co-sponsor an event with
an alcohol distributor, promoter, charitable organization or tavern where alcohol is sold, given away or
otherwise provided by those who are present. Bulk
quantities of alcohol may not be present at events
sponsored by, or perceived to be sponsored by, an
organization. Examples include but aren’t limited
to: kegs, trash cans, party balls, buckets and cases.
Lastly, drinking games may not be present at
events sponsored by, or perceived to be sponsored
by, an organization.
There is required training that every member
must attend as well. The training educates individuals to make intelligent decisions about alcohol and
other potentially hazardous situations that could

arise at Greek events.
“It serves as a complement to the alcohol policies
that are nationally recognized,” Lindberg said. “In
turn, it also educates members on JMU’s specific
policies and expectations.”

“Most of JMU’s policies have been
around for quite some time. They
were formulated by examining
nationally recognized policies
and tailoring them to fit JMU.”
Adam Lindberg

assoiciate director of Fraternity
and Sorority Life

Madison Surian, a freshman who’s currently
undeclared and a member of Delta Gamma, said

that she and her sorority sisters take party safety
very seriously and understand the risks that are a
part of it.
“All of the events that I have been to, we either
got a ride with a sober driver, or a sister walked me
home,” Surian said.
Fraternities are also taking a closer look at how
their chapters handle alcohol-related events.
After last semester, Matt Humphreys, a sophomore computer information systems major and
Kappa Delta Rho brother, said that most people realized they had to be more careful with alcohol. When
asked if he noticed any differences in the way Kappa
Delta Rho runs fraternity events, Humphreys said
that safety is utmost importance for the fraternity.
“KDR has always taken risk management
extremely seriously since our beginning last year,”
Humphreys said. “Party safety is always a top priority for us and we have set rules that must be in
place at every party.”
Contact Zachary Harris at
harriszc@dukes.jmu.edu.

“If you want to be proactive
about that, you could put an old
T-shirt or sweatshirt around the
tree where the straps would be
hung,” Mier said.
Mier believes that this wouldn’t
decrease the stability of the hammock if done properly.
Mahon stressed that, at this
point in time, damage to trees
isn’t a major problem because
there isn’t a very high number of
people who hang hammocks in
the arboretum.
“We love them,” Mahon said.
“To me it is another way to recreate and be in the woods and get
fresh air. We welcome hammocks
but the whole aspect of tree health
is certainly valid … as long as they
are respecting the space around
them and using straps.”
Mahon recommends that students take certain steps when
using hammocks in the arboretum
to better protect the trees. Some of
these suggestions include going
into wilder areas of the arboretum,
where there are less garden areas
or planted beds. One place individuals can go is the arboretum’s
upper area, which is less developed and more open.
Colin Haigh, a sophomore
kinesiology major, said he uses
hammocks about once a week
when it’s nice out, but he wishes
he had more time to use them.
Haigh believes that hammocks
impact JMU by bringing its students closer together.
“I know I will be walking through
the Quad and there will be a group
of six people with hammocks on
the same two or three trees just
hanging out or studying,” Haigh
said. “I definitely think it brings
a certain level of community.”
Contact Makena RaffertyLewis at raffermf@
dukes.jmu.edu.

imadison | Student aims to create similar app for different schools

Loren Probish / The Breeze

Brian Chambers (right) and Michael Jacob, both senior computer information systems majors, worked together to create the iMadison app, which includes everything from bus schedules to dining hall and building
hours and locations. Chambers came up with the idea for the app during his freshman year, and received marketing help from Jacob. The app is currently available on the Apple App Store.
from front

people manage it from different schools,” Chambers said. “My
little brother goes to Tech, so I was going to do Tech and maybe
U. Va.”
The iMadison app will eventually include building hours, information about sports games, performances and other student
activities on campus.

Freshman studio art major Erin Rasmussen downloaded the
app after hearing about it from a friend. She believes that it will
be very successful.
“So many times I have gone out to eat, only to find out that
the dining hall is closed,” Rasmussen said. “It will help me not
look like a fool.”
Chambers is also currently collaborating with sophomore computer science major Moni Ali to create a version of the app that

will be compatible with Android phones.
Chambers believes this to be “the right step in the right direction” in starting his own college app business and is excited about
the impact that the iMadison app will have at JMU.
“It’s kind of cool that everywhere I walk someone will ask me
‘Hey, are you the guy who made iMadison?’” Chambers said.
Contact Katie O’Brien at obrie3ke@dukes.jmu.edu.
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Apple
Shizuka/Mutsu
Smokehouse/Cameo/Nova Spy
Blushing Gold

Use
Approx. Pick Date
Fresh/Sauce/Bake
9/30–10/10
Fresh/Sauce/Bake
9/30–10/10
Fresh/Sauce/Bake
10/3

Varieties to follow:
Stayman/ Wine Crisp
Granny Smith/Pink Lady
Fuji/York/Goldrush
Arkansas Black

Fresh/Sauce/Bake
Fresh/Sauce/Bake
Fresh/Sauce/Bake
Fresh/Sauce/Bake

10/10–10/17
10/17–10/24
10/24–10/31
10/31

HOURS OF OPERATION
Sunday-Friday 11am- 2am
Saturday
3pm-2am

HAPPY HOUR $0.50 WINGS
Everyday 2 PM to 9 PM

The Farm has been in the Good Family since 1850. The current owners Sue (Good)
Coffman, Aaron Coffman and Kevin Coffman strive to grow the best tasting and
quality fruit. Mother Nature has a big say in what we grow. That is the idea behind
providing samples for our Customers. Every apple will have a different taste, texture
and juicieness. Flavor may vary season to season. Think of it as a wine where there
are good years and then great years. We are planting new exciting varieties as well as
hard to find (and grow) Heirloom Varieties.

Huge sandwich and happy hour food menu.
Homemade soups, fresh seafood, steaks, and pastas.

540-433-9874
30 West Water Street, Harrisonburg, VA

NOW SHOWING
MARVEL

Monday & Thursday until 9 PM

AT THIS...

Coming to Foxhills Townhomes for 2016-17 Leases
1. Water Included
2. Electric with cap included
3. Gym membership included
4. Basic internet included
5. Basic cable included

1627 Devon Lane
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
504-432-5525 — 540-432-5592
sfurr@umicommunities.com — www.umicommunities.com
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WHAT’S ON YOUR LIST?
Write a Netflix recommendation and send it to breezeopinion@gmail.com.
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RACHEL PETTY | Petty for your thoughts
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COURTESY OF THE NEWSPAPER ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA

HAYLEY MOORE | historical nonfiction

TV: “How to Get Away with Murder”
(2014 - Present)
recommendation of the week
2 seasons (1 on Netflix)
We need to talk about how to get away with
murder. No, I don’t mean actual murder, but
Shonda Rhimes’ and Peter Norwalk’s critically acclaimed show, “How to Get Away with
Murder.”
The show follows Annalise Keating (Viola
Davis), a brilliant lawyer and law school professor who teaches Criminal Law 101, or as she likes
to call it, how to get away with murder (which she
never disappoints in advising).
Every year, Keating picks five students to work
on her real cases outside of class. But while these
students are busy trying to balance school work
with the real work, the body of a missing sorority
girl is found, forcing Keating and her students to
become involved in trying to name her killer.
However, by the end of the first episode, you’ll
realize that there’s more than just one murder

to be solved. But the question is, who killed who
and why?
Davis completely shines in her role as Keating.
She’s strong, tough, vulnerable and manipulative
all at the same time. She’s defied what it means to
be a female lead on TV and has completely reinvented the stereotype. It’s no wonder she won an
Emmy for her role. Forget Olivia Pope or Meredith Grey — I want to be like Annalise Keating.
My absolute favorite part of the show is trying
to figure out who the killer is. When I was first
getting into the show, every episode changed
my mind as to who it could be. Hints will be
dropped, but you might not pick up on them,
which is why I recommend a second viewing
of the season. After the second viewing you’ll
believe Keating when she says “that’s how you
get away with murder.”

TAYLOR PELELLA | letter to the editor

DIVEST JMU deserves
administrative attention
On Sept. 30, JMU students and community
members marched to President Jon Alger’s
office and presented a letter demanding that
he support the JMU Divestment campaign.
For those unfamiliar with divestment, it’s the
opposite of an investment — to remove stocks,
bonds or investment funds from an investment
portfolio that are unethical or morally
ambiguous.
Divest JMU strives to gain support from
students, faculty and ultimately the Board of
Visitors to divest the university’s endowment
from the fossil fuel industry. Why? This industry
is one of the biggest culprits of climate change.
The effects of climate change are already
leading to reduced supplies of clean water,
flooding, health impacts and displaced
communities. While we at JMU may not see
these effects, low-income communities and
developing nations are most impacted.
By investing in the fossil fuel industry, JMU is
gaining profit at the expense of human lives. For
this reason, as well as the dedication of climate
activists, over 400 institutions worldwide have

divested either partially or fully from the fossil
fuel industry, 42 of which are educational
institutions.
We’re eager to keep this momentum, but
we can’t do that without acknowledgment and
support from Alger and the Board. Divest JMU
activists have reached out to President Alger
several times and received minimal response;
our administration’s effort to stall our campaign
is evident. We’re extremely uncomfortable
with the university turning a blind eye to
the immoral effects of our investments and
benefiting from a broken system.
If our mission is to “be the change,” shouldn’t
we be protecting our future and supporting the
thousands of communities suffering instead?
Divest JMU will continue to organize public
actions and build power until we reach our
goals. Our voices and values as students and as
a community will no longer be silenced.
Taylor Pelella is a senior communication
studies major and a core team member of
Divest JMU.

We’ve all heard it a
million times — put
down the phone and
focus on face-to-face
interaction. But in the
present day and age,
that’s much easier said
than done.
Even as I’m writing
this, I’m finding myself
inclined to look at my phone for notes I’ve
written down or to check my email. It’s not
as big of a deal when you’re alone, but what
about when you’re with other people?
I find it extremely rude and bothersome
when people are so sucked into their phones
that they aren’t even aware of what’s going on
around them. Recent studies have shown that
“phubbing,” or phone snubbing, is ruining
relationships. So what can we do to prevent
this?
As I sit here viewing my Snapchat stories, I
wonder if we’ll ever be able to bounce back.
Technology, specifically cellphones, has
become such an integral part of our lives that
we often feel lost without.
Rather than leaving their phones on the
counter or in their bags, people carry them
around everywhere — to class, to dinner and

Submit Darts & Pats at breezejmu.org

Editorial
Policies
The Breeze
1598 S. Main Street
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
breezeopinion@gmail.com

The Breeze reserves the right to edit submissions for length, grammar and
if material is libelous, factually inaccurate or unclear. The Breeze assumes
the rights to any published work. Opinions expressed in this page, with the
exception of editorials, are not necessarily those of The Breeze or its staff.
Letters and guest columns should be submitted in print or via e-mail
and must include name, phone number, major/year if author is a current
student (or year of graduation), professional title (if applicable) and place
of residence if author is not a JMU student.

Rachel Petty is a junior media arts and
design major. Contact Rachel at pettyrb@
dukes.jmu.edu.

SAFETY FIRST

Academy concussion problem exposes American ideology issue
In 1905, Theodore
Roosevelt implemented
a mandatory boxing
course for all West Point
cadets in an effort to
help instill the bravery
and courage of combat
in each student. While
the nature of warfare has
changed, boxing at West
Point has remained a tradition, despite recent
research suggesting that it’s responsible for
one in five concussions at the academy.
The New York Times ran an article last
month that reported on the presence of brain
trauma at the American military academies.
These boxing courses are largely responsible
for the amount of concussions sustained by
cadets. The worst part? If a student misses
too much of the course due to a concussion,
they’re required to retake it.
This type of culture is one that’s present
throughout all of society. The real problem
with concussions and other brain-related
injuries is that kids have such a high
incentive not to report them. Ultimately, as
a student, a concussion is an injury that’s
completely debilitating — schoolwork piles
up, big games are missed and boredom
quickly becomes an individual’s most
prominent experience. By nature, this aspect
of the concussion problem isn’t reported
and is completely overlooked by modern
research.
My senior year of high school, I suffered
two concussions that sidelined me from my
schoolwork and final soccer season. The
concussions were consecutive and I didn’t
want to admit that I had one in the first
place because I didn’t want to deal with it.
I thought that if I ignored the problem, it
would eventually go away.
It ended up taking me months to get
myself healthy — both mentally and
physically — and shake off the fog the injury

A “crushed-it” pat to Grace
Blackburn for her spot-on
definition of what feminism really
is.
From a woman who’s a feminist
and proud of it.
A “you-brighten-my-day” pat to
the sun for finally returning.
From a student who missed your
delightful rays.

The Breeze welcomes and encourages readers to voice their opinions
through letters and guest columns. Letters must be no longer than 250
words. Guest columns must be no more than 650 words.

even to the bathroom. Are we addicted?
If you take a look around campus or on the
bus, I guarantee it’ll be hard to identify even
one person without a cellphone, laptop or
tablet in sight. We’ve become so accustomed
to our phones that we now use them as
crutches and problem solvers, and can’t seem
to focus on what’s going on around us.
I’m not saying we should never use our
phones to help us — they certainly come in
handy when we need to do a quick calculation
or look something up — but people need to
start living in the present again.
Social interaction should take precedent
over technology any day. Put down the phone,
start focusing on your present interactions
and you’ll find yourself having to say, “Wait,
what’d you say?” a lot less often.
Being preoccupied with social media or
being distracted while talking to others is
ruining our interactions with other people.
Worry about who you need to text, your
calendar or your next Instagram post on your
own time, and start focusing on what’s going
on around you.

MATT D’ANGELO | speaks for itself

A “when-was-the-lasttime-you-were-5-and-0in-anything?” dart to the
current student body for its poor
attendance at football games.
From an alum who would kill to
be there and thinks you’re a waste
of a student section.

Darts & Pats are anonymously submitted and printed on a space-available basis.
Submissions creatively depict a given situation, person or event and do not necessarily reflect the truth.

KELSEY HARDING / THE BREEZE

Are cellphones ruining
our social interactions?
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had left me in. However, it wasn’t until I
received my third concussion last fall that
I realized that this type of injury had the
possibility to increase in frequency and
severity if I wasn’t careful about protecting
my brain.
This is what concerns me about the West
Point cadets required boxing class, but
more importantly, America’s youth as a
whole. New concussion research is slowly
coming out and pointing to the idea that
when a kid sustains a concussion (or two,
or three), it’s an injury he or she will have to
deal with, possibly for the rest of their lives.
The incentive not to report concussions,
combined with lingering ideas of toughness
and athletic perseverance from our parents’
generation, is what’s ultimately going to ruin
youth and collegiate athletics.
I love sports; but as years tick by, new
research is released and parents continue
to worry. If schools can commit to truly
educating their student athletes about the
importance of reporting a concussion as well
as the effects they can have, I think that the
sports culture in America would be improved
as a whole.
As for the West Point cadets, I’m sure
boxing will remain a staple of their collegiate
life — and rightfully so. While the safety of
the cadets does remain in question, it can’t
be forgotten that each cadet is being trained
for war. We as a society are so removed from
conflict that it becomes easy to forget the
important mental and emotional values
that certain activities, like boxing, bring
to the battlefield. Ultimately, I think more
concussion education and boxing safety
measures for these cadets would help avoid
brain trauma while still implementing the
courage-oriented values of boxing.
Matt D’Angelo is a junior media arts and
design and political science double major.
Contact Matt at danglemv@dukes.jmu.edu.

A “people-are-getting-hurt”
dart to the students stealing the
stones from the Quad.
From a Double Duke who has a
fractured back and is ashamed of
this growing “tradition.”
An “outstanding-citizens” pat
to the three people who helped an
elderly lady get up after she had
fallen in her yard.
From someone who doesn’t want
you all to go unnoticed.
A “now-what?” dart to JMU for
eliminating 400 commuter parking
spots and putting “D-hub” in the
middle of the baseball lot.
From someone who knows that
parking is already a nightmare.

A “you’re-so-kind” pat to the
girl who asked if she could get me
anything as I was throwing up my
life in the TDU bathroom.
From a girl who should
probably start checking the
expiration date on her milk.
An “I-thought-we-wereagainst-bullying” dart to the
university for their harassment
of the geese in an effort to drive
them away.
From someone who thinks the
animals are part of what makes
this campus beautiful and maybe
we should practice what we
preach.
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New stadium expansion will block out sun
By MATT MURPHY
contributing columnist

Students and staff have begun speaking out against JMU’s plan to expand the
stadium so far that it will effectively block out all sunlight above the campus. The
stadium expansion project has been commissioned by the school’s administration
and is slated for completion sometime in the next few decades.
The project will be expanding Bridgeforth Stadium to accommodate millions
of people as it extends seating over to East Campus and to the borders of the JMU
property. Engulfing the entirety of the visible sky, the stadium will likely take the
place of many academic buildings and dining halls. JMU plans to use the seating
for more than just sporting events by merging all classes into “one big class.”
“It’ll be taught by someone who’s really loud probably. I don’t know what subject
it’ll be yet, we’ll figure it out later,” Sam Stronghorn, the head of the project, said.
The expansion plan comes as an addition to the many other initiatives outlined
in JMU’s building plans for the future. After the initial expansion of the stadium
that now seats 25,000, the administration is looking to be even bolder with its
renovations. The new massive stadium will offer a very appropriate boost to JMU’s
flourishing football program, and could even draw in international audiences to

BRIANA ELLISON | off topic

CONTACT Matt Murphy at murph4ma@dukes.jmu.edu.

YASMINE MAGGIO | The Breeze

On-campus living has its perks
One issue we face as
college students is whether
to live on or off campus.
Our freshman year is
peaceful since we know
we’ll be ushered into one of
the various dorms that are
on our beautiful campus.
But a few months in, we’re
faced with an impossible
decision: do we stay on campus, or venture off?
Many people abandon dorm life completely,
and I respect that. But for those of us who don’t,
our apartment-dwelling counterparts place us
under a fog of unnecessary scrutiny and unwanted
information. As a junior in college who lives on
campus, I encounter this situation at least once a
week. Someone, somewhere, will stumble upon
the information that I still live on campus. Then
comes the horror.
“Why?” they ask. “Don’t you know living off
campus is so much cheaper?”
Living off campus isn’t always cheaper. Sure,
there are some — although very few — apartment
complexes and townhomes with lower costs than
on-campus room and board. However, I’ve often
found in my conversations with those who are
anti-dorm that a majority of people don’t take into
account the other amenities that factor into cost.
You have to factor utilities and groceries into
your tally. Chances are that you’re going to spend
a lot of money on groceries, in addition to paying

watch teams compete.
Critics call the move questionable and are worried that the stadium will do more
harm than good.
“Having no sun would be very dangerous, and could lead to a slow and chilling
death of the students and faculty,” a biology professor, who wished to remain
anonymous, said.
Others have also expressed concerns regarding the tradition of the touchdown
streamers, asserting that the combined weight from all the streamers may crush
many people.
Staunch supporters of the expansion project say that JMU has a chance to
distinguish itself from other universities. They argue that JMU doesn’t have anything
else to put the money toward, so they might as well use it on something practical.
Proponents also say that this may be the fastest way to get a cooling system for the
dorms without air conditioning.
At this point, there would need to be significant protest from the student body
to halt this plan, since it’s already starting to map out which areas of campus will
be demolished for the initial support beams.

for a meal plan for when you eat on campus. If
you take a look at it, you might be spending more
than you think.
Don’t get me wrong — I’m not bashing offcampus living. I think everyone should have the
opportunity to live in an apartment or townhome.
I just don’t feel the need to do that right now.
Sure, sometimes the system is flawed, but
on-campus living comes with many benefits. The
main perks are that you don’t have to pay for your
groceries, water or electric and everything is close
by.
I understand that a lot of people are completely
stoked about the fact that they get to live off campus.
But please don’t pester us dorm-dwellers with
annoying, slightly condescending “wise words”
about the “hidden terrors” of on-campus living.
You aren’t saving me from some drastic situation
by insisting off-campus living is cheaper, because
I’m perfectly fine. Some of your information is
misplaced and most of us have done research on
on-campus living versus off.
Staying on campus isn’t a horrid decision. If
you choose to live off campus, I applaud you.
But spewing potentially false information is
bothersome and unwanted. Make your own
decision about your living situation and stop
worrying about smoeone else’s.
Briana Ellison is a junior media arts and
design major. Contact Briana at ellisobr@
dukes.jmu.edu.

New H&M model sets
empowering example
In a fashion world full of seemingly identical,
white models, it’s hard to find much diversity when
consuming your share of glossy media. Much to
my cultured delight, Swedish fashion retailer
H&M, the mecca of affordable style, is changing
that.
H&M recently featured Mariah Idrissi, a hijabwearing model, in its latest fall campaign. She’s the
first hijabi ever advertised by the brand and was
discovered through Instagram. Idrissi is a 23-yearold London native of Pakistani and Moroccan
descent who runs Salon Marrakesh, a Moroccaninspired beauty salon.
The short film that accompanies the campaign,
“Close the Loop,” which promotes H&M’s clothes
recycling initiative, shows Idrissi alongside a
transgender man, a plus-size model and an
amputee, among others, and ends with the
proclamation, “There are no rules in fashion.”
In the video, Idrissi is seen wearing a full face of
flawless makeup, round sunglasses, wide-legged
trousers and a houndstooth hijab. She stands with
confidence and ease, almost grinning with the
anticipation of the widespread commotion and
influence she and H&M are about to stir up.
The hijab serves as a religious identity that’s
often looked at negatively because of political
sensationalism and skewed views from the
media. Not only is this ad an empowering

achievement for Muslim women, but it’s also a
sign of cultural acceptance and normalization,
the process through which ideas and actions are
made commonplace. People and pop culture in
particular are slowly beginning to look at Muslim
women in a new, positive and accepting light.
As a Muslim with a mother who chooses to cover
her hair and skin, I can assuredly say that it’s not
always easy for these women to dress accordingly
while also showing off their style. Muslim women
who cover are often and ironically overlooked
in fashion, even though they quite literally wear
the most clothing. H&M’s ad is a step in the right
direction that encourages women like Idrissi to
use their decision to wear a hijab as an advantage
to show off their personal style. Although often
looked at as a sign of oppression, the decision
to cover hair and skin can be a sign of religious
freedom, and the decision to still express oneself
while covering is one of great liberation.
Everything about fashion equates to courage
and creativity. The choices of H&M, Idrissi and
other Muslim women to exude these qualities
are just another fashionable foot forward in the
universal movement of freedom and acceptance.
Yasmine Maggio is a junior writing, rhetoric
and technical communication major. Contact
Yasmine at maggioym@dukes.jmu.edu.
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MEDITERRANEAN PIZZA, GYRO,
PASTA, DESSERTS, AND MORE!

We’re back and we deliver

540-217-5793
$10 off your first online order
at davesharrisonburg.com
ENTER PROMO CODE: gch07600
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IT’S A NASHVILLE PARTY
“Nashville” season four review, page 9
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Keeping the kick
Dayton country-western dance club has operated for over 20 years, is one of the last in Virginia

By HOLLY WARFIELD
The Breeze

Bonnie and Gary Thompson do a couples’ line dance at Leather ‘N’ Lace, a country-western
dance club in Dayton, Virginia. The couple used to dance competitively before Bonnie’s injury.

NO!

PLUS

HOLLY WARFIELD / THE BREEZE

of all] different walks of life. We have
everybody from students to farmers
to doctors.”
“Five-six-seven-eight,” line dance
Thomas said that JMU students used
teacher Olivia Ray said into her micro- to attend their dances, but there has
phone, her voice echoing through the been a decline in the number of young
auditorium of the Dayton Learning attendees over the past few years.
Center. Her instructions rang out in a
By 8:15 p.m. on this night, the lesrhythmic tempo as she spewed a lit- son has ended and participants have
any of dance steps and moves to the learned two new line dances. Ray
dancers lined up behind her. “Every- opened up the floor for everyone to join
one got that?”
in. The glass of the large windows lining
The old, wooden floors creaked as the walls reflected the few fluorescent
participants moved their feet around, lights left on and dancers stomped their
attempting to transfer Ray’s instruc- feet to the old-school country music
tions into a comprehensive two-step playing from the speakers at the front
line dance. Some turned to their of the room.
neighbors seeking help while others
“Bonnie, I saw you kick him,” one
confidently laughed and chatted as observer said jokingly to Bonnie
they recited the newly learned steps Thompson, who has been a member of
the club for 20 years.
to a twangy country tune.
For 22 years, Leather ‘N’ Lace
“Well, that’s because he didn’t
C o u nt r y We s t e r n
know what he was doing,”
Dance Club has proThompson responded while
vided dance lessons
turning to her husband
“You come
starting at 7:30 p.m.
and dance partner, Gary
here with
twice a month. After
Thompson, who laughed
your friends,
the 30-minute lesson,
and nodded his head.
dancers of all levels
Thompson and her husyou sit around
are invited to hop on
band met while dancing
and talk, you
the dance floor and
at Round Up, a countrywestern dance club based
show off their moves.
get up and
in Harrisonburg that shut
In 1993, the year
dance some.
its doors in the mid 1990s.
the Leather ‘N’ Lace
began in Dayton,
The couple even competed
It’s just good,
Virginia, around 80
in amateur-level western
clean fun.”
people would show
dance competitions before
up every first Saturthey retired.
Bonnie
day or third Friday of
“We would go [to WashThompson
the month with their
ington, D.C.] on Sundays
Leather ‘N’
dancing shoes on,
and our lesson was usually
Lace member
ready to shake a leg.
about two hours and they
Today, the average
would tape it,” said Thompattendance is about 25
son, who was a teacher in
people or less, accordDayton at the time. “On the
ing to Eddie Riddle,
tape they would tell us what
who has been a member for 21 years.
we did wrong and what we needed to
“There used to be a lot more couples do. We used to come [to Leather ‘N’
who would come,” Riddle said.
Lace] to practice.”
After Thompson tore her rotator cuff
In order to combat the dropping
numbers of attendees, the club plans while dancing, she and Gary took a year
to offer couples dance lessons for off from performing and haven’t comsix consecutive Fridays starting this peted since.
Friday.
“It was a blessing in disguise because
In the 1990s, many cities through- we said, ‘You know, we’ll just have fun
out Virginia had country-western with what we remember,’” Thompson
dance clubs. Leather ‘N’ Lace is the said.
only one in the state that still exists
Around 9 p.m., a tune meant spetoday; having survived the downfall cifically for couples dancing came on.
of popularity in country-western style Thompson jumped out of her seat and
dance.
excitedly grabbed her husband to lead
According to club Vice President him out to the dance floor. They fell in
Mike Thomas, who has been a mem- line with the few other couples attendber for 18 years, keeping it simple has ing, but their graceful footwork and
helped the club survive through these loving gazes set them apart.
tough times. Larger clubs throughout
“You come here with your friends,
Virginia hired big-name instructors you sit around and talk, you get up and
and musical performers for their gath- dance some,” Thompson said. “It’s just
erings, which raised admission prices. good clean fun.”
Thompson and her husband will
Leather ‘N’ Lace keeps the admission
price at just $5 per person by inviting teach couples lessons for Leather ‘N’
both current members and local pro- Lace this fall.
fessionals to teach new dances.
“The main purpose is to have fun,” CONTACT Holly Warfield at
Thomas said. “It’s all ages [and people warfieha@dukes.jmu.edu.
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Southern-fried
drama

Off the
cuff

Season four of ABC’s “Nashville”
is singing the same old tune

COURTESY OF BOB ADAMEK

The Second City comedian Liz Reuss leads students through improvisational games. Participants liked how interactive the instructors were.

Members of The Second City comedy troupe lead master class at JMU
By CAROLINE JANSEN
contributing writer

When people think of comedy legends, the names Steve
Carell, Tina Fey and Stephen Colbert are a few that may come
to mind. What some people may not know is that all of these
comedians got their start in the same place.
The Second City is an improvisational theater troupe that
opened its doors over 50 years ago in the Old Town neighborhood of Chicago. The troupe is responsible for training many
individuals who appeared in movies and television shows,
including NBC’s long-running “Saturday Night Live.”
A group of JMU students took a master class with two members of the The Second City touring group, Alan Linic and Liz
Reuss, in The Forbes Center for the Performing Arts.
Last Friday afternoon when the the class began, Linic asked
which individuals were there to simply observe. A small number
of individuals shyly rose their hands.
“Put your hands down because we’re all going to get the
chance to play today,” Linic said.
And play they did. The instructors asked the students to do
many different improv exercises that tested their limits. However,
from the nonstop laughter, some passers-by may have thought
the students were just playing around and having a good time.
A central theme of the workshop was teamwork, whether it
was performing the on-the-spot skits with one another, or offering feedback and criticism to fellow peers.
Sophomore communications major Grace Vaughan really
enjoyed how group-oriented the workshop was.
“It made getting up and performing in front of everyone less
frightening because everyone was doing the same thing at the
same time,” Vaughan said. “And the people from The Second City
were so encouraging and sweet — they were normal people.”
In order for the students to get a better sense of how to actually break into the comedic acting field after they graduate, Linic
and Reuss shared their own personal experiences.
Linic graduated from JMU in 2011 as an English major. He
was involved in the student comedy troupe New and Improv’d,
which ultimately sparked his interest in this field. Linic went

on to study sketch writing, improv and comedic acting in Chicago through the Comedy Studies program at Columbia College.
“I started putting out my own sketches and performing
improv all around town,” Linic said. “Anywhere I could get it:
five people in the audience in the back of some bar I wasn’t even
old enough to drink at.”
From there, he auditioned all across the city and performed
wherever he could until The Second City hired him in 2013 to
perform with its touring group.
Reuss’ entrance into the comedic acting field was a little
different.
“I was a freelance writer and editor for years when I went to
somebody’s sketch show in Chicago and was like, ‘Oh. I want to
try this,’” Reuss said.
She was enrolled in The Second City writing program in Chicago when one of her mentors told her to start performing her
own sketches.
“I had horrible stage fright,” Reuss said. “I did an improv show
that was awful and I was like, ‘I should take classes if I’m going
to stick with it.’”
Reuss continued to perform and eventually auditioned for
The Second City and was hired by its touring group.
Wolf J. Sherrill, an acting professor in JMU’s School of Theatre
and Dance, loved watching his students embrace every aspect
of the workshop.
“Everybody in the room got the chance to play, which I think
is invaluable to actually get a chance to participate and get some
feedback from folks who are doing it professionally,” Sherrill
said.
He believes the students can use the skills they learned in this
workshop beyond just improv, but in every type of scene work.
Although the master class focused on improv, Linic stressed
the importance of consistency and perseverance in every aspect
of life.
“If there is something you want to be doing, or something
you envision yourself doing, do it on whatever level is available to you as much as you can,” Linic said.
CONTACT Caroline Jansen at jansencr@dukes.jmu.edu.

COMEDIAN | Distefano excited to embrace JMU

COURTESY OF JAMES CRISTIANO

Chris Distefano has an autobiographical approach to his comedy; he takes stories from his everyday life and embellishes them to get the audience laughing.
from front

a comedy show before, so I tell them it’s all right to laugh,”
Distefano said. “Sometimes they think it’s rude to laugh and
I’m like, ‘No, you need to laugh. I feel really bad about myself
if you don’t.’”
Distefano comes up with his material by paying attention
to the funny or strange things that happen in his day-to-day
life. His college shows usually entail him joking about his life,
messing with the audience and answering questions.
“I’ll take something that really happened to me and then
embellish it for the sake of comedy; that’s usually my process,”
Distefano said. “I’m not someone that sits there and writes
out jokes. When people say, ‘Hey tell me a joke,’ I say, ‘Do you
have 20 minutes?’ I tell stories about my life.”
UPB hopes that Distefano’s casual and approachable nature
will help out students who have been tense during midterms.
“With all of our events, we try to reach out to those that just
want to do something else on campus, something new and
different,” Miller said. “Our goals are just to provide a really
fun time — especially since he’s a comedian — to provide a
fun stress relief.”
Senior theatre and dance major Logan Brown is the director of JMU’s own comedy troupe, New and Improv’d. Like
other campus comedians, he’s refreshed by the increased
presence of comedy on campus.
“It’s amazing,” Brown said. “If anything, I’m just super supportive of comedy arts at JMU in general.”
Brown and other students see Distefano’s visit to JMU as an

example of the potential future they strive toward.
“Knowing that somebody is making it at what you eventually want to do or some facet of what you’re doing is pretty
incredible,” Brown said.
Miller and other members of UPB are excited to see the
audience reaction to Distefano.
“We work so hard for it, and then the reward is in the end
when you’re at the event and you see people having a great
time,” Miller said. “It’s the most rewarding thing, even if
we don’t meet our quota for numbers. The people that are
there are dedicated; it’s great to be able to provide that for
somebody.”
While UPB is excited to put the show together, Distefano is excited to come to Harrisonburg and embrace JMU’s
environment.
“I’ve never done a show at a school that’s named after one
of the presidents of the United States,” Distefano said. “My
shows are always different because the audience is always so
different, so I just go by the vibe of the audience. ... I don’t
know, maybe I’ll do something crazy.”
Distefano expressed great interest in meeting JMU students
after his performance, especially if there is anyone who shares
a name with the former president himself.
“If you can legally prove that your name is James Madison,
I’ll give you money,” Distefano said. “I know if the ID is a fake;
I’m a pro at that. So if your name legally is James Madison, I’ll
give you some type of money.”
CONTACT Emma Korynta at korynten@dukes.jmu.edu.

COURTESY OF TRIBUNE NEWS SERVICE

Hayden Panettiere plays Juliette Barnes.
By EMMY FREEDMAN
The Breeze

“Just give me a chance to explain,” pleads Juliette
Barnes (played by Hayden Panettiere) in the second
episode of this season of “Nashville.” “In a moment of
weakness I put my career first,” she tells her husband,
Avery (played by Jonathan Jackson).
But this admission of guilt is short-lived and it’s
not long until Juliette jets off again, leaving her husband and newborn daughter in the dust and proving
to viewers that it’s going to be a long and aggravating season.
ABC’s “Nashville” started its fourth season on
ABC
Sept. 23 and so far the show
“Nashville” has not been quite as good
as its first three seasons.

The will they/won’t they
Premiered Sept. 23
stay together question for
Juliette and Avery has been
going on for two seasons
now and it’s getting a little worn. And after season
three’s cliffhanger ending was cleared up within the
first few minutes of the season opener, the follow-up
drama was rather dull.
The music has also been subpar this season. Mick
Jagger even came on for a guest performance in the
first episode in which he and Juliette sang a cover of
Patsy Cline’s “Crazy,” and it was largely unmemorable. In the second episode, though, country music star
Rayna Jaymes’ (Connie Britton) daughters, played by
real-life sisters Lennon and Maisy Stella, performed a
song at their school talent show which is always a treat
since the two harmonize incredibly well together.
“Nashville” has an incredibly large and strong cast.
Connie Britton stars as Jaymes, an aged country singer
who used to be the best in the business. Now, with a
family and the realization that she just can’t appeal
to the younger demographic anymore, she has started a record label that she hopes will allow current
country singers to thrive in. While Britton is incredibly
talented, the show gives her gritty emotional scenes
infrequently. She’s constantly there to mop up everyone else’s tears, but she rarely has any to shed herself.
Supporting castmates include Chris Carmack’s Will
Lexington, a country singer who struggles with finding an audience and record label since he’s gay, and
Oliver Hudson’s deliciously detestable label executive
Jeff Fordham help round out an extremely talented
cast.
The fact that the show is actually shot on location
in Nashville helps create a realistic and aesthetically
pleasing backdrop. Air shots of the city pepper opening scenes and landmark locations, like the Bluebird
Cafe and the Grand Ole Opry, which are frequently used to reiterate the history of the country music
scene.
The best thing that has happened for “Nashville”
viewers this season is that Eric Close, who plays Teddy
Conrad, the father of Maddie and Daphne, is no longer a series regular. In the past, Teddy’s high points
have included divorcing Jaymes (which freed her up
to be with Deacon Claybourne) and his low points
have included standing idly by as his former father-inlaw died of a heart attack in front of him and making
shady deals as Nashville’s mayor. And, as of recent,
Teddy’s storylines have become yawn-worthy. As he
got carted off by the police in season three’s finale,
“Nashville” viewers unanimously breathed a sigh of
relief.
“Nashville” has also started to deal with death in
new ways. The show is a drama, but for some reason characters never really deal with death. I thought
death was supposed to be a rite of passage for dramas?
In the past, “Nashville” has only killed off completely
unlikeable characters, like Jaymes’ shady father and
Peggy, Teddy’s short-lived second wife who faked a
pregnancy and a miscarriage. But it’s clear that “Nashville” is going to give us some good, emotional death
scenes this season. First, there was Deacon’s death
scare, which he is now fully recovered from, thanks
to a liver transplant from his sister Beverly. But last
episode’s cliffhanger ending showed viewers that it’s
still too early to put away the tissues.
And, as Juliette’s baby cries through her entire performance and the realization that she’s now stuck with
a newborn child sets in, it becomes clear that Juliette’s
“moment of weakness” isn’t so much a moment, but a
more permanent, indefinite period of time. And with
that tantalizing ending, I begrudgingly settle in for the
rest of the roller coaster that will be season four of
“Nashville.”
Since the season has just begun, there’s plenty of
time for the show to iron out the wrinkles in its storylines, and there’s also time for new fans of the show
to catch up in time for the finale.
Emmy Freedman is a junior media arts and
design major. Contact Emmy at freedmee@
dukes.jmu.edu.
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Dukes on a Roll
All fall JMU sports are combined 12-1-1 in conference play this fall.
Follow @TheBreezeSports on Twitter for news and updates.
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JMU prepares for battle with Tigers
The Dukes look to remain undefeated while facing a conference opponent this weekend

By Matt Weyrich
The Breeze

This weekend, No. 5-ranked JMU hits the road to take on another Colonial Athletic Association foe in Towson University (2-2, 0-1
CAA). The Tigers are coming off a bye week after a 17-13 loss to
Elon University. The pressure will be on for JMU (5-0, 2-0 CAA) to
keep its perfect season alive this weekend as the Dukes go headto-head with the Tigers.

1. Third downs will be key
No matter who has the ball, third down conversions are going
to be tough to prevent. While JMU ranks first in the CAA in the
category at 56.3 percent, Towson isn’t far behind, ranked third
at 44.1 percent. The Dukes’ defense, however, should be up for
the challenge, as it ranks second in the conference in opponents’
conversion percentage — 33.3 percent.
Redshirt junior linebacker Gage Steele emphasized the importance of making stops on third down.
“Third downs are a key thing that we focus on,” Steele said. “We
want to dominate on first down, heat it up on the second and third
down we have to get off the field. That’s the biggest thing we have
to do. Get off the field and give it back to our offense.”
The offense feels similarly. Junior wide receiver Brandon Ravenel applauded the defense’s ability to make stops.
“It’s huge,” Ravenel said. “When you have a defense that plays
their tail off every single game, you want to do as much as you can
to keep them off the field.”

2. Red zone awareness

Sam Taylor / The breeze

Once teams get in the red zone, the JMU defense has struggled.
Of the 15 drives during which opponents have entered the red
zone, they scored on 13 of them, with 12 coming in the form of
touchdowns. This has been a hole in JMU’s game plan.
“After they score a touchdown we just have to keep on playing,
keep the level of intensity up and go out there and execute the
next series,” Steele said. “It’s a new play, a new series and we just
have to do better on the next one.”
On the offensive side of the ball, the Dukes have been able to
take advantage of trips to the red zone. Having entered the red
zone on 33 series, JMU has scored on 28 of them. While its percentage is slightly lower than that of its opponents, its sheer number
of chances has outweighed the opposition put up by other teams.
Ravenel raves about the offense, and is the team’s leading
receiver with 310 receiving yards this year.
“There’s no way I can do this by myself,” Ravenel said. “All the
guards do their job, all the receivers are great, they all get their
job done. There’s plenty of guys that get in the end zone more
and make bigger catches. You don’t see some of those things but
they all play a huge part. Vad does a good job in spreading the
ball around, which I think is a good example of how we’re all
one team.”

3. No sacks is the name of the game for JMU
The Dukes have now gone two straight weeks without allowing a sack after allowing five sacks through the first three games.
This change isn’t surprising to redshirt senior offensive lineman Austin Lane.
“We’re really just gelling as a unit,” Lane said. “We’re really
communicating well, working with our running backs and quarterback. Our guys have really stepped up, especially guys like
Aaron Stinnie and Matt Frank. They’ve really stepped up and
become an integral part of this offense and offensive line.”
In terms of sacks, Towson plays similarly to Stony Brook, with
both teams averaging a little under three a game. Lane said JMU’s

The Dukes’ offense works on drills during Tuesday afternoon’s practice. JMU averages a CAA-leading 343.8 rushing yards per game.

Current CAA Football Standings
1. JMU (5-0 overall, 2-0 CAA)

7. Delaware (2-3 overall, 1-1 CAA)

2. Richmond (3-1 overall, 1-0 CAA)

8. Elon (2-3 overall, 1-1 CAA)

3. Villanova (2-2 overall , 1-0 CAA)

9. Maine (1-3 overall, 1-1 CAA)

4. New Hampshire (3-2 overall, 1-1 CAA)

10. Stony Brook (2-2 overall, 1-2 CAA)

5. William & Mary (2-2 overall, 1-1 CAA)

11. Towson (2-2 overall, 0-1 CAA)

6. UAlbany (2-3 overall, 1-1 CAA)

12. Rhode Island (0-5 overall, 0-2 CAA)

unit is not going to change anything.
“Not doing anything different,” Lane said. “We do what we do.
They may run a different scheme, but we’ll adjust, adapt and overcome. We’re really excited to go play, we feel good about our unit,
and we’re ready to go.”

4. Penalties have been a problem
When a team is undefeated and averaging almost 50 points a
game on the offensive side of the ball, it can be tough to find problems. One issue, however, has been the number of drive-crippling
penalties the offense has seen through the first five weeks of the
season. Worst in the CAA, JMU averages 96.6 yards lost per game
due to penalties. Towson (42 yards per game) averages less than
half of that.

The integrity of the game is at risk
By Peter Cagno
The Breeze

Let’s all take a minute to think back to
Sept. 24, 2012 when the Seattle Seahawks
trailed the Green Bay Packers by a score
of 12-7 with only eight seconds left in the
game at CenturyLink Field in Seattle.
On the final play in what turned out
to be one of the NFL’s most controversial games, Seattle
quarterback Russell
Wilson heaved the
football into the end
zone toward receiver Golden Tate and
a vicious Green Bay
secondary. To make a
long story short, Tate
proceeded to shove a
defender in an attempt to catch the pass,
only for it to result in what appeared to be
an interception. The NFL replacement referees saw it differently.
After much deliberation, the play was
ruled a touchdown and is to this day considered one of the worst missed calls in the
history of the game.
Flash forward to present day — this
past Monday night’s game between the
Seahawks and the Detroit Lions saw an
eerily similar missed call, once again in
favor of the home team. Not to mention it
occurred in the very same end zone.
On the Lion’s final drive of the game,
wide receiver Calvin Johnson tried to dive
across the goal line for a score, but not if

Seattle defender Kam Chancellor had anything to do with it. Chancellor miraculously
punched the ball loose from Johnson’s
clutches and the ball rolled into the end
zone, where Seahawks’ K.J. Wright proceeded to intentionally bat the ball out of
the back of the end zone, which is illegal.
The ruling on the field was a touchback
and Seattle was awarded the ball on their
20-yard line. The foul should have given the
ball to Detroit on the half-yard line for a
first down.
A blown call like this truly changes the
outcome of the game, just as the call noted
at the top, which has been dubbed the “Fail
Mary” by the sports community.
Wright admitted to intentionally batting the ball out of the end zone because
he didn’t know the rule. Seattle head coach
Pete Carroll was also unaware of the rule
and it seems apparent that even the guys
in stripes officiating the game didn’t have
a firm grasp on the rule. How are you the
coach of a professional football team and
not know the rules of the game? Being
unaware of a rule in a sport in which you
are considered to be the best in the world
is absurd and to make a mistake like that
is inexcusable.
The integrity of the game of football is
at risk when calls like this happen. I don’t
know what else can be done to further
clarify the rules and make sure an atrocity like this doesn’t happen again.
Contact Peter Cagno at
breezesports@gmail.com.

“There’s a lot of points involved in penalties, mistakes and miscues,” head coach Everett Withers said during Monday’s Fan and
Press Luncheon at O’Neill’s Grill. “We’ve got to continue to get
better, and a lot of that is details … Our whole objective from [Sunday] to the end of this week when kick it off at Towson is to be a
more detailed football team.”
While this is one significant problem that needs to be addressed,
the team isn’t letting it get to them.
According to Lane, the team is, “just trying to keep our head
down and go get that next win.”
Only time will tell if the Dukes have taken care of this issue
by game time this Saturday, but for now, they are just constantly striving to improve. Kickoff Saturday at Towson is at 3 p.m.
Contact Matt Weyrich at weyricma@dukes.jmu.edu.

It’s unfortunate, but part of the game
By Richie Bozek
The Breeze

First of all, if I’m K.J. Wright in this situation, hitting the ball out of bounds to
secure the win, I’m not just giving it a tap
— I’m sending that ball into the stands.
Yes, the referees missed a call in a crucial part of a 13-10 game. The back judge
who had the play in clear view said he
didn’t feel the tap
was intentional.
Should the back
judge have better
recognized that rule,
which would have
allowed Detroit to
retain possession on
the goal line instead
of rewarding Seattle’s defense with a touchback? Of course.
Referees miss a number of calls every
game. As much as technology like quarter-sized cameras in the pylon are there
to assist the officials, there is still plenty
of room for human error. This missed
call was no doubt, 110 percent more pivotal than a missed holding call in the first
quarter, but it’s all part of the game. It kind
of goes back to a saying that you are told at
a young age playing sports — don’t rely on
the refs for the win. After all, this wouldn’t
be an issue if Calvin Johnson didn’t have
the ball punched away from his arm.
I also feel like people think the call
would have gave the Lions the win. It’s
not a guarantee the call would’ve changed

the outcome of the game. Very likely,
yes. But not guaranteed. Matthew Stafford could’ve botched the snap on the
next play. Yes, it’s likely Detroit would’ve
scored from less than a yard out. But who’s
to say that Russell Wilson wouldn’t have
led the Seahawks on a game-winning
drive. There’s simply no telling, and you
just have to take it as it is.
There’s also the argument that the ball
was already destined to bounce out of
bounds. It isn’t like the ball was bouncing along the goal line and it was swatted
to the back of the end zone. To me, this
kind of softens the blow of the missed call.
Another point worth making: I’m not
sure anybody in that stadium watching
that game besides Gerry Austin, who
now assists ESPN broadcasts with officiating issues after being an NFL ref for 25
years, was aware of the rule. K.J. Wright
sure wasn’t aware of it. None of the Lions’
players or coaches seemed to argue the
play after it occurred. The rule was news to
ESPN’s postgame show with Steve Young,
Trent Dilfer and Ray Lewis. That’s a lot of
NFL experience unaware of this rule.
Bottom line, it’s unfortunate for not
only the Lions, but also fans and the
game in general. The refs should know
the rule, but the ball was already heading out of bounds. We can complain
all we want, but human error for referees will always be a part of sports.
Contact Richie Bozek at
breezesports@gmail.com.
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Bridgeforth blues
JMU’s among national leaders in attendance averages, but numbers remain on the decline
By Andre Haboush
The Breeze

JMU has maintained an attendance rate
that ranks in the top three of the entire Football Championship Subdivision since the 2011
Bridgeforth expansion.
According to the NCAA, JMU averaged 19,816
attendees per home game in 2014, the second
highest in FCS, but the numbers have dipped
every year since 2011.
In 2013 there was an average of 21,011 attendants per home game. In 2012 there was 22,783,
and 2011 — when three of the five home games
sold out — had an average attendance of 25,002,
125 more than the stadium’s current max capacity of 24,877.
Through the first four games of this 2015 season, attendance is at 19,586 people per game.
However, 2010 was the last year when Divison I
saw an increase in its Football Bowl Subdivision
and FCS attendance.
“You have to remember this team was last in
the playoffs in 2011 and started last year 2-3,”
Interim Director of Athletics Communications
Kevin Warner said. “So 2012, 2013 and the beginning of last year was a middle-of-the-pack team,
then all of a sudden we won seven games in a
row to make the playoffs. There’s some catching
up to do there in terms of students, especially
being used to this being a winning program. Historically, our older fans know what we’ve done
in last decade.”
The team is off to a 5-0 start this season, and
its offense leads the FCS. The only other Division
I team in the nation to have more total offensive yards a game is Baylor University, which is
ranked third in the FBS Associated Press Top 25
poll.
Although the Dukes haven’t make the playoffs
as often as preferred in recent history, the team’s
last losing season was in 2002.
“I think overall, we’re in a pretty good place,”
Warner said. “We’re leading the CAA by a lot in
attendance. We’re right near 20,000 per game
and the next best in the CAA is 14,000 … Even
if you look at the next level up conferences, if
you look at Conference USA, the MAC, Sun Belt,
we’d be right in the middle of the pack of those
schools.”
Although last year’s team started the season
slowly, the opposite of this year, attendance
dropped a small bit, but largely went unchanged.
The cause behind the slightly greater drop off this
year could be unfavorable weather conditions
this season.
“Certainly there have been a couple of factors
working against us — the weather, having four
home games in five weeks is a lot,” Warner said.
“That’s asking a lot of our fans, and some of that
is out of our control how that schedule worked
out in terms of getting conference games early
on at home.”
JMU’s first season of football was in 1972, making the program younger than many others. That
could also play a part in current attendance.
“I think the fact that we’re a young school overall, still factors into it. This is the 44th year of JMU
football,” Warner said. “In the grand scheme of
college athletics that’s still a pretty young school.

So you could say that 20,000 per game is pretty
good for a school that has some history … We
have a really spirited group of alumni and current students, but we’re still young in tradition.”
According to Warner, due to the program’s
young age, only now are legacy families starting
to create a stronger tradition of coming to Harrisonburg on Saturdays. Jeff Bourne, JMU’s athletic
director, also welcomes the generating of future
JMU alumni and fans at a young age.
“Having gone through some very successful
years here, and what I consider exceptional student attendance, I think there’s been a tradition
of attendance,” Bourne said. “Every year though,
you have to capture that, and you capture it when
your team is exciting and it’s winning.
Bridgeforth gained roughly 10,000 new seats in
the expansion four years ago. No longer do sellouts happen as often as they once did.
“The attendance problem appears to be one
that many schools are experiencing,” Charles
King, JMU’s senior vice president of administration and finance, said in an email. “I think one
problem is with the expansion of the stadium [is
that] getting a ticket is not a challenge like it was
before we expanded the stadium. Students know
that seats are always available so they do not see
the urgency to reserve a seat.”
For students, other obligations may cut down
on free time available to attend games.
“JMU is a good academic school and the students at JMU take their academics seriously,
so there certainly could be decisions by individual students to concentrate [on] academic
needs over the weekend,” Warner said. “The
other piece is this is a really involved campus,
students at JMU don’t just come to JMU to go to
classes. They’re in four, five or six organizations
and they’re probably on the exec board for two
or three organizations.”
While the reasons for why students and fans
not being able to come are understood, the exodus of students well before the end of a game
isn’t as clear.
“It’s something we continue to talk about in
meetings every single week, something we will
continue to push and try to think of what we can
do,” Warner said. “It’s a national thing. It seems
to be a culture influence with 18-to 22-year-olds
and their decision-making processes. I don’t
know what that is, if it’s attachment to technology, if it’s attention span with games getting longer
all the time.”
As part of trying to convince students and
alumni to come and stay for the entirety of the
game, Michael Carpenter, the assistant athletic
director for ticketing and customer relations,
and others have produced a number of plans
and programs to persuade people to partake in
football games.
The Dukes Rewards program came out in Sept.
2014 to encourage attendance by giving redeemable points toward gaining free gifts such as
jerseys and shirts. Students earn points by going
to games and “checking in” via the smartphone
app. They earn even more for staying all four
quarters.
“They’re encouraging students to take us up
on that and earn some additional prizes and
help us with social media efforts to get to games,”

Kelsey Harding / the breeze

Carpenter said. “Our ongoing email communications, which keeps students in the know of what’s
going on with JMU athletics, so we email two to
three times a week. Football game weeks even
more, so people know how to reserve a ticket, to
know what time the games are.”
Several activities have been planned to promote JMU’s last two regular season home game
this season — against the University of Richmond
for homecoming on Oct. 24 and against Villanova
University in the finale on Nov. 21

“Attendance is really predicated on tradition,”
Bourne said. “It’s a very high level, exciting brand
of football when you watch your team play. You
got a team that’s scoring more points and has
more offensive yards than any school pretty
much in the country, and it’s a very exciting
brand of football to watch, and I think that in of
itself will help with attendance going forward.”
Contact Andre Haboush at
habousaw@dukes.jmu.edu.

Herndon | Junior forward scored her 21st goal on 21st birthday
from front

Connor woisard / The breeze

Junior midfielder and forward Ashley Herdon (left) dribbles the ball in Wednesday’s practice at University Park.

“I said to her, ‘if you’re gonna be a
captain at some point in time you have
to do more than lead by example,’” head
coach Dave Lombardo said. “‘You’ve got
to be an engaging leader that will pull
other kids towards you, be that magnet of
charisma.’”
Before coming to JMU, Herndon was a
highly regarded player who set a record at
Stone Bridge High School with 101 career
goals. This showed as she went onto win
CAA Rookie of the Year, and was one of only
two players on the 2013 team to start all 21
games for the Dukes. Last season Herndon
started all 20 of JMU’s games and led the
Dukes with six goals and eight assists, good
enough for First Team All-CAA.
But Herndon’s biggest improvement
may not necessarily be in her game, but
rather her ability to lead. Junior midfielder
Allie Bunner has certainly taken note of
the increase in Herndon’s leadership skills
during her time at JMU.
“I think she definitely gained in the
leadership ability, most of all,” Bunner
said. “She’s someone that a lot of the
people on this team look up to.”
Herndon’s teammates and coaches

Women’s Soccer Upcoming Schedule
Friday, Oct. 9		

7 p.m.		

vs. Northeastern		

University Park

Sunday, Oct. 11		

1 p.m.		

vs. Hofstra		

University Park

Friday, Oct. 16		

7 p.m.		

@ UNCW		

Wilmington, N.C.

Sunday, Oct. 18		

1 p.m.		

@ Charleston		

Charleston, S.C.

Friday, Oct. 23		

7 p.m.		

vs. Elon			

University Park

Sunday, Oct. 25 		

1 p.m. 		

vs. William & Mary

University Park

know exactly what they’re going to get
from her. Her reliability and consistency
make her stand out from her peers.
“We don’t ever have to worry about
her doing the stuff that gets in the way,”
Lombardo said. “She attends to her books,
she’s sensible about her social life, she’s
committed to the game of soccer.”
Herndon had a one-of-a-kind
achievement last Sunday against Drexel
University as she scored her 21st career
goal on her 21st birthday in the Dukes’ 1-0
defeat of the Dragons.
“That’s huge, I mean 21 goals in general,
and just to have it on your 21st birthday
that’s really special,” Forrest said. “We’re
all really proud of her.”
Herndon, on the other hand, didn’t
even realize the accomplishment until
after the game.
“I actually didn’t know that it was
gonna be 21,” Herndon said. “It was pretty
awesome hearing after the game that it
was.”
Herndon and the Dukes are back in
action on Friday as they host Northeastern University at 7 p.m. at University Park.
Contact Bennett Conlin at conlinbf@
dukes.jmu.edu.
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Sticking to the straight and narrow
A four-step guide to taking on dining halls the healthy way

BREEZE FILE PHOTO

With all of the options available at like E-Hall, some may overindulge. But it’s still possible to eat healthy by making the right choices and using moderation when going for a treat.
By CAROLINE BRINDLE
The Breeze

Let’s face it, sometimes the dining halls are
overwhelming. With people walking or waiting in lines everywhere, it’s easy to get in a
grab-everything-you-can-get-your hands-on
mentality. Before you know it, your hands are
completely filled and your table is one big pile
of plates. To prevent overindulging and dilute
some of the what-to-eat confusion, I’ve provided a few tips on how to navigate the dining halls
the healthy way.

1. Start your dining hall feast off with a
glass of water.
Besides being 100 percent calorie-free (unlike

most drink dispenser choices), water benefits
your entire body in multiple ways. To name just
a few, drinking water keeps your face appearing
fresh, digestion system moving at ease, muscles
energized and calorie intake in-check. Fun fact:
sometimes when you may think you’re hungry
and need a snack, you might just be dehydrated.
Try drinking a glass of water prior to snacking to
decide between cravings and reality.

2. Decide on an entree and then build
the rest of your meal.
Treat your dining hall experience like dinner
at home. It’s likely that your family meals don’t
consist of a pizza, a cheeseburger and a couple
tacos as entrees. Or maybe it does; regardless,
start by surveying your options, decide on one,
then build your meal. Try to include healthy

side options — add steamed veggies with your
chicken or a small salad with your sandwich.

3. The dining hall isn’t going anywhere
— at least until it closes.
Sometimes loading up a plate when you’re
starving sounds like the best option, but hold
out. First things first, finish eating one plate at a
time. Still hungry after one plate? Venture back
for a second. Consuming one plateful at a time
allows you to realize when you’re full before
becoming uncomfortable and stuffed.

4. Don’t forgo your sweet ending.
Did you save extra room for a little postdinner sugary treat? Heck yes, you did. Being
healthy doesn’t have to mean forgoing all

sweets — small portion sizes are key. At the end
of your meal, slide by the dessert station with
moderation in mind. Take one oatmeal raisin
cookie instead of three, or plan on splitting the
cake of the day with a friend. This simple trick
can leave you feeling guilt-free, while completely satisfied.
Now that you know the tricks, try putting them to use at your next E-Hall brunch.
Remember, don’t feel like you have to kick that
chocolate chip-topped waffle completely to
the curb — moderation is key. Pair with a side
of fresh fruit and you’ll be set for the morning,
feeling not only comfortable and satisfied, but
proud of your health-conscious meal choices.
Caroline Brindle is a senior health
sciences major. Contact Joanna at
mcneilje@dukes.jmu.edu.

A twist on the chip
Ketchup-flavored snack offers an alternative to more common flavors
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By JOANNA McNEILLY
The Breeze

You just got your Dukes sandwich and you go for your usual
side: regular boring potato chips. After you throw a chip in
your mouth, you’re instantly disappointed, wishing that there
was some other snack out there that would go perfectly with
your sandwich.
Lucky for you, I have come across an odd-flavored chip that
could change the way you choose your snacks. I am here to
present to you, Herr’s Ketchup Potato Chips. Yep, you read that
right. Good old ketchup-flavored chips. Sound gross? Well, I’m
here to say, “Don’t knock it ‘til you try it.”
I’m a ketchup lover. I put ketchup with almost anything hot,
so this is definitely a go-to snack for all my fellow ketchup
lovers out there. These chips are a great change of pace when
it comes to sweet and salty. Just think about all of the things
you put ketchup on: burgers, hotdogs, french fries, potatoes,
chicken nuggets or eggs (gross). Who says that ketchup-flavored chips aren’t for you?
When I opened the bag, the smell of ketchup was overbearing. As I reached for a chip, I immediately got the ketchup
powder all over my hands from the interior of the bag and

from the chips inside. Although this made the process a bit
messy, I found myself smiling with a big red mouth because
these chips have a life-changing factor. Before I knew it, I was
staring at the bottom of the bag, licking my fingers.
What I love most about ketchup chips is that they taste like
barbecue chips but are sweeter and leave a trace of powder
on your fingers like Doritos do. Covered in dark red powder,
ketchup chips have combined the perfect flavors of potato and
ketchup, leaving a taste almost identical to the sweet-and-salty
combo of fries with ketchup, a fast food favorite.
While they’re currently hard to find in the United States,
Herr’s Ketchup Potato Chips is a snack worth digging for
because of its shockingly addictive flavors. Also, if you’re
#teamwavypotatochips, then you’re a candidate to try these.
The ketchup flavor catches itself in the waves of the chip, creating an intense, sugary ketchup flavor.
So for those of you who are struggling to find that perfect
side for your sandwich, try the Herr’s Ketchup Potato Chips
and you won’t be disappointed.
Joanna McNeilly is a sophomore writing,
rhetoric and technical communications major.
Contact Joanna at mcneilje@dukes.jmu.edu.
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Advertise
with an
awardwinning
newspaper.
breezejmu.org/site/advertise

BACK
HOME
on

the

Farm

HESS CORN MAZE

Paradise City
The only strip club in the area
just 35 minutes away...

18 for admission 21+ to drink
Open Thursday, Friday, & Saturday nights
Ladies get in Free on Thursday
BYOB: "Bring your own beer"

www.paradisecitymathias.com 304.897.8200

96%
91%

OF AMERICANS SAY MONEY PLAYS
TOO BIG A ROLE IN OUR POLITICS

FAMILY FUN in the
&SHENANDOAH
VALLEY
-Pig Races - Pumpkin Patch -Cow Train
-Rubber Duck Races -Hayrides and more!

OPEN WEEKDAYS 3-7 PM
SATURDAY 10-6 PM
FLASHLIGHT MAZES 7-10 PM
SUNDAY 12-6 PM
2915 WILLOW RUN RD
HARRISONBURG, VA
PHONE: 540-442-6493

Help Wanted
computer help Windows7
Iphone5c 75 minute session
$25 4345636 chhen@comcast.net

Apts for Rent
1-BR $595 Downtown,Stainless Appliances, Hardwood
Floors, 540-564-2659
www.castleproperty.com
Pet Friendly, 1-3BR Properties, Hard Wood Floors
www.castleproperty.com
540-564-2659

Ethical reasoning
— it’s in your hands.

SAY THERE’S NOTHING
WE CAN DO ABOUT IT.
LET’S SHOW WE CAN.

Eight Key Questions (8KQ)

VOTE
APRIL MOORE
http://aprilmoorestatesenate.com/

“Paid for and Authorized by Friends of April Moore”

Where Only The Trees Can Hear You Scream
Celebrating TEN seasons of
BLOOD, SWEAT, AND FEARS

Schedule:

Beginning October 2nd
Every Friday & Saturday Night: 7-11pm
Also Thursday 10/22 & 29: 7-10 pm
& Wednesday 10/28 7-10pm

Come shoot our interactive
walking dead at Fear Crops
$18 for both events
or $13 per event
Cash Only! ATM Onsite

See www.fearforest.net for more details
Oak Shade Road, Harrisonburg VA

What is the Fair thing?
What are Outcomes for everyone?
What Responsibilities apply?
What act expresses my/our Character?
What choice respects Liberty?
What act demonstrates Empathy?
What do legitimate Authorities require?
What Rights apply?
and put your ethically-reasoned decisions into action.

www.jmu.edu/mc/
www.facebook.com/madisoncollaborative
www.twitter.com/JMUMC
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&
HOUSE MADE SOUPS, DELI SANDWICHES,
SALADS, PASTAS, COFFEE, AND MORE!

540-433-1702

ORDER ONLINE we deliver
GreensandGrainsVA.com
WANT TO HELP UNDERSERVED CHILDREN
OF HARRISONBURG - AND WIN $500?
IT’S YOUR LAST CHANCE TO REGISTER!
Grab your friends and compete in The Harrison Challenge for
Charity on Oct. 10. You could win $500 for your team and $500
for the Big Brothers, Big Sisters of Harrisonburg.
Visit www.Facebook.com/LiveTheHarrison
or email HarrisonChallenge@gmail.com to register for the Challenge.
Greeks, jump on this philanthropy opportunity!

CHALLENGE
FOR

CHARITY

R

Big Brothers Big Sisters
of Harrisonburg-Rockingham County

@LiveTheHarrison
www.LiveTheHarrison.com
1191 Devon Lane

